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ABSTRACT

Previous measurements on the Kondo compound,
CeM3 (hexagonal DO^g), indicate that with decreasing
temperature it transforms gradually into a singlet
state and does not magnetically order above 0.6 K.
To determine the spatial extent of the magnetic moment
we have measured the spin-dependent cross section of
neutrons diffracted from the (201) planes of a poly-
crystalline sample in 50 kOe at 5, 19 and 81 K. At
50 kOe and chese temperatures the total moment from
magnetization measurements on the same sample is only
5-15% lower than the moment determined by the neutrons
if one assumes a 4f form factor. This approximate
agreement supports the hypothesis that the moment de-
creases without changing its spatial distribution. A
similar spatially uniform reduction of the moment
occurs also in dilute Kondo systems. From the field
dependence of the magnetization M, the characteristic
or Kondo temperature is estimated to be 13 K.

INTRODUCTION

Much interest in the Kondo problem has focussed
on the spatial ex cent of the moment. Most of the
present information concerning this distribution has
been obtained for the system Cu:Fe for which NMR,^-
MBssbauer, and neutron scattering^ experiments
indicate the absence of a large antiparallel conduc-
tion electron polarization cloud.

The intermetallic compound CeAJ^ has remarkable
properties. The resistivity^'5'6 p(T) of CeAK.3 in-
creases logarithmically with decreasing temperature
below loom temperature, reaches a broad maximum at 37
K and then decreases until at 0.3 K, p(.3) ̂  0.03 p(37).
Specific heat measurenents^ indicate that essentially
all the spin entropy has been removed by 1 K, i.e.,
the system is going into a singlet state. This cannot
occur by crystal field effects alone, since, by Kramers
theorem, a single 4f electron will be at least doubly
degenerate in the presence of a crystalline field.

Based on work performed under the auspices of the
U, S. Atomic Energy Commission.



Further, susceptibility and neutron diffraction
measurements indicate that no long-range magnetic
ordering occurs above 1 K. The most likely explana-
tion for this behavior is that CeAX.3 is a concentrated
Kondo system.

RESULTS

To study the spatial extent and temperature de-
pendence of the Ce moment we have performed magnetiza-
tion and neutron experiments with polarised neutrons
on a polycrystalline sample of CeA£-j. In the neutron
scattering experiments the polarization ratio (or
flipping ratio) of the (201) reflection at s ~ sinO/X =
0.207 R has been measured for a magnetic ffpld H -
50 kOe. Since the sample is polycrystall lnt- the
measurements yield the spin dependent croas section
averaged over all directions of H in the (201) plane.
This cross section is proportional to sin2ij) MM/2 +
(cos2 $ + l)M|/2 = 0.362 Mj| + .638 Ml where $ =
58.32° is the angle between the c axis" and the normal
to the (201) planes. The quantities Mil and Ml are
respectively the magnetization parallel and perpendi-
cular to the c axis. Hence the average in the
plane is approximately equal to the polycrystalline
average 1/3MII + 2/3Mi obtained in magnetization
measurements. The (2©1) reflection was the only
reflection studied in detail. Other reflections have
weaker intensities, and their average cross sections
are proportional to quite different linear combina-
tions of Mil and Ml -

Figure 1 is a plot of the average moment <u> in a
field of 50 kOe and the reciprocal susceptibility X"1

per mole as a function of temperature. The average
moment determined by both magnetization and neutron
scattering is shown. For the neutron scattering
experiment we determine <u> from <u> = <u>s/f(s)
where f(s) is the magnetic form factor. The experi-
mental value of <u>s is calculated from the polariza-
tion ratio using the value of 1.525 x lO"-*-2 cm for the
nuclear structure factor of the (201) reflection. We
have used a theoretical value** for the Ce 4f form
factor of f(0.207) = 0.85. The reciprocal suscepti-
bility has been determined from Y~^ = const H/<u>.
The temperature dependence of x i3 approximately of
a Curie-Weiss form in both cases with 0 % 36 K from
the magnetization measurements and 8 % 41 K from the
neutron measurements. If we interpret the magnitude
of the effective moment using only crystal-field
effects then the magnitude we have determined implies
that the mj = + 1/2 doublet is lowest. However, such
an interpretation is incorrect, since other measure-
ments6'7 indicate that the system is gradually going



into a singlet state and by 1 K this transition i.s
nearly complete. The temperature dependence of the
moment as determined by the neutron scattering experi-
ments i s essentially tl e same as that determined by
magnetization measurements. Stassis and Shull^ ob-
tained similar results in thei r work on the Kondo
system Cu:Fe.

To examine the temperature dependence of the
spatial distribution of the moment more closely, the
experimental value of the form factor f(s) = <u>s/<u>
is plotted in Fig. 2 for the (201) reflection for T =
5, 21, and 81 K. Here we have taken <u> as the
moment determined from magnetization measurements.
This i s not s t r ic t ly correct since different spat ia l
averages occur in the two measurements but, as we shall
see below, taking <u> from magnetization measurements
leads to a t most a 10% error . For s = 0.207 8"1 the
form factor f(s) i s roughly independent of T. Though
the uncertainty in f i s large at T = 21 and 81 K, Fig.
2 suggests that f(0.207) dtcreases with decreasing
temperature. Despite this possible tendency, the
data shows that the moment i s being reduced without
drastically changing i t s spa t ia l distribution. Also
shown in Fig. 2 are the theoretical 5d and 4f atomic
form factors. ' The 5d form factor shown i s that
appropriate for Gd. This form factor i s close enough
to that appropriate for Ce that i t can be used to
i l lus t r a t e the large difference between our measured
value for f(0.207) and that expected for a 5d form
factor. The dashed curve in Fig. 2 is the theoretical
4f prediction for Ce if one adjusts the normalization
of the magnetic moment for the extreme case of
Mi = 0 . Thus, crystal-f ield effects cause at most
a-4.0% change. One sees in Fig. 2 that the moment dis-
tribution i s more localized than a 5d electron and
resembles that of a 4f electron. Measurements^ on
Cu:Fe alloys also indicate that the average moment
gradually goes to zero while keeping the same spat ia l
distribution. The concentrated system CeAR,3 i s in
this sense acting like a di lute Kondo alloy.

Figs. 1 and 2 also i l l u s t r a t e that the 4f moment
seen by neutrons is greater than the tota l moment
measured by bulk magnetization. A possible explana-
tion for th i s difference i s that the observed moment
is composed of two contributions. The f i r s t i s a 4f
contribution and the second i s antiparal lel to the 4f
moment, approximately 15% of i t s magnitude, and not
sufficiently localized to contribute to the (201)
reflection.

Despite the fact that the magnetization M i s
nearly l inear in H, we can use the slight curvature to
make an estimate of the characteristic or Kondo
temperature TK. From a phenomenological model^ for



Hondo systems in the case of a doubly degenerate Im-
purity, a Lorentzian density of states {(! • 1 In the
raodel) and T « TR, one has that

M o A tan'Vi/kTj. (1)

M ^ H U-l/3(pH/kTK)
2J for MH « kTR

Hence by plotting M/H versus II" in Fig. 3, we are able
to determine from the slope an estimate of the charac-
teristic temperature. In tasking this plot a staail low
field contribution which was probably duo to impurities,
was subtracted. One sees that except at low fields M
is well fitted by a \\ + bH^ and one can eseisaCft % %
13 K.

In summary, we conclude that the asaent <u> main-
tains a localized 4f-like spatial distribution even
though its magnitude decreases with decreasing tempera-
ture. The additional contributions to the form factor
and its possible temperature dependence are features
that are ttot understood. The field dependence of M
is consistent with a high value of TK ^ 13 K.

We wish to acktv >wledge she assistance provided
by Dr. Helmut Claus.
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the average
moment and inverse suseeptibility as determined by
sagaocisacion and neutron scattering ceasuretnents.
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Figure 2. Plot of the form factor f as a function of
s = sinQ/X for T = 5, 21, and 81 K. The dashed curve
is obtained by scaling the moment to allow for the
maximum possible increase due to crystal-field effects.
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Figure 3. Plot of the magnetization divided by the
magnetic field versus the square of the magnetic field
at T = 4.2 K.


